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address the first question. For the second one, involving the long term
water pressure build-up, specimens were first preloaded, i.e., a fracture
process zone was fanned, then unloaded, and then water pressure was
The pressure build-up along the fracture process zone was
recorded for several hours.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Effect of crack opening rate
Fig. 2 shows the load-CMOD curves for both slow (2 µmis) and fast
(200 µmis) crack opening. The following observations can be made:
•

peak load is smaller under quasistatic loading than under fast
loading. This can be explained by the loading rate effect on the concrete
strength, see Slowik, Plizzari and Saouma (1995).
• There is a substantial difference in the two post-peak responses. More
specifically, to maintain a specified (post-peak) value of CMOD, a
splitting force is required for the fast loading than for the slow
one.
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2. Load and water pressure versus CMOD for different CMOD rates
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Since it was earlier shown that for dry tests under fast and slow
loading, the post-peak response is similar, see Slowik, Plizzari and Saouma
(1995), the observed discrepancy (second observation) can only be
explained by the added presence of water pressure in the slow loading
specimen. If the crack opening rate is slow enough, the water pressure has
time to develop; however for fast loading this is not the case. In Fig. 2
water pressure readings at different locations along the crack path for both
slow and fast loading are also shown. They show that the hydrostatic
pressure reaches its maximum value at a larger CMOD in the fast loading
case than in the slow one. Finally, the electric circuit water front detection
has confirmed these findings.
On the basis of all the above, it is concluded that the load rate plays a
dominant role in controlling the internal water pressure distribution within a
propagating crack and that the internal uplift pressure is inversely
proportional to the rate of crack growth. Hence, the faster the crack
propagation, the lower the water pressure in the crack. Whereas the
location of the water front during the experiment can be obtained from
pressure readings and electric water front measurement, there is no
experimental technique to reliably determine the crack front. This can be
accomplished numerically. Using the results of a nonlinear fracture
mechanics analysis, along with the experimental CMOD, load, and water
pressure readings, it is possible to determine the corresponding crack
profile. The experimental and numerical load-displacement curves for
specimen wetlO (slow crack opening: 2 µmis) and specimen wet14 (fast
crack opening: 200 µmis) are shown Fig. 3. The applied water pressure
was 30 psi (0.21 MPa) for both specimens. For the numerical simulation
the program MERLIN has been used. With a satisfactory numerical model,
we now have the means to determine the crack tip location at various
stages, and compare it to the water front location.
Fig. 4 shows the location of the crack and water fronts in terms of the
CMOD. The curves for the crack front are about equal for both crack
opening rates. That means that for a pressure of 30 psi (0.21 MPa) the
crack profile is not significantly influenced by the pressure distribution. A
major difference, however, can be seen in the water front curves. Under
slow crack opening (wetlO) the distance separating the water and the crack
front remains constant. This distance increases under fast loading (wet14).
As the crack propagates, the "distance gap" (vertical distance) between the
crack front and the water front is getting larger. This clearly shows that
the case of fast crack opening the water front can not follow the crack
front.
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5 Conclusions
1. In Wedge splitting tests under dynamic loading with internal water
pressure in the crack the water pressure distribution along the crack path
has been monitored. A significant crack opening rate effect on the water
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